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Petitioner, 

 

v. 

 

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL 

DISTRICT, 

 

Respondent. 

 

 

 

OAH CASE NO. N 2006040674 

DECISION 

Administrative Law Judge (ALJ), Dennis C. Brue, Office of Administrative Hearings, 

(OAH), Special Education Division, State of California, heard this matter on December 12, 

2006, in Los Angeles, California. 

Student was represented by her parents (Parents), who were present throughout 

the hearing. 

Respondent Los Angeles Unified School District (District) was represented by 

Deborah L. Ungar, Esq. Lisa Kendrick, District Coordinating Specialist, was present 

throughout the hearing. 

On April 24, 2006, Student filed a Request for Due Process Hearing and Mediation. 

On June 6, 2006, OAH granted a Motion to Continue made by both parties. On December 

12, 2006, sworn testimony and documentary evidence were received, closing statements 

were heard, the record was closed, and the matter was submitted. 
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ISSUE 

Does Student require additional adult assistance (AAA)1 during the entire school 

day to receive a free appropriate public education (FAPE)? 

1 In the District, a provider of Additional Adult Assistance was previously known as a 

one-to-one aide. The District’s terminology and concept of adult assistance are currently 

in flux. Adult aides are now responsible for the greater well-being of their special 

education classes rather than just that of the specific students to whom they are assigned.

CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES 

1. Parents contend Student is at risk for: a) falling and injuring herself; b) poor 

restroom hygiene; and c) unwarranted sexual misconduct by other students, or even the 

general public, because she is attractive and socially gregarious. Parents also allege that 

Student requires a full-time aide to assist Student in studying a more academic curriculum 

than she now receives. Parents argue that she has regressed academically without such an 

aide. 

2. The District argues that its current educational program provides Student a 

FAPE in the least restrictive environment (LRE), and that she is in no serious danger of 

falling, injuring herself, engaging in poor hygiene, or suffering assault. The District also 

asserts that Student has made adequate educational progress in her current placement. 

FACTUAL FINDINGS 

JURISDICTIONAL MATTERS 

3. Student, age 17, was born on August 19, 1989. She is eligible for special 

education services on the bases of Mental Retardation (MR) and cerebral palsy. Student 
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resides within the District’s boundaries and attends Abraham Lincoln High School, in Los 

Angeles. 

4. Children with disabilities have the right to an educational program designed 

to meet their unique needs and to prepare them for employment and independent living. 

A school district must furnish an educational program that provides a basic floor of 

opportunity in the least restrictive environment. 

STUDENT’S UNIQUE NEEDS 

5. Student’s MR affects her ability to apply conceptual thought2, keep track of 

various tasks, make accurate generalizations, and comprehend the connection between 

letters, sounds, and words. Student’s cerebral palsy affects her mobility; she wears ankle 

foot orthosis (AFO) braces on both ankles and has difficulty lifting her left leg over a few 

inches. She can, however, walk laps on a track and fully engage in other adaptive physical 

education (APE) activities in a small group setting. 

2 For example, Student has difficulty with the concept that a nickel and four pennies 

equals nine cents be- cause a nickel represents five pennies.

THE APRIL 18, 2006 IEP 

6. Student’s Individualized Education Program (IEP) team last met on April 18, 

2006, for an annual review of Student’s IEP. The IEP team determined that to address 

Student’s deficits and to allow her to access her educational curriculum, she would 

continue her full-time placement in Lincoln High’s Community Based Instruction (CBI) 

class, with an hour of APE on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 

LINCOLN HIGH’S CBI CLASS 

7. Lincoln High’s CBI class teaches an alternative life skills curriculum that 

attempts to foster relative independence in its students. The class enters the local 
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community on a weekly basis, using public transportation to access shopping malls, 

laundromats, and other public locations. Upon arrival, students are given tasks to perform 

such as pricing or shopping for specific items, washing laundry, eating, and other similar 

activities which are performed in small groups with adult supervision. The CBI class has 

one teacher and nine adult aides, for a total of 10 adults for 12 students. 

LINCOLN HIGH’S ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASS 

8. Lincoln High’s APE class meets twice weekly to provide students with 

individualized APE. It contains 19 special education students, all of whom are ambulatory 

to varying degrees. The APE class has one teacher and seven adult aides, for a total of 

eight adults for 19 students. 

SAFETY - FALLING 

9. Student has fallen three times at school in the last two years. Last year, 

Student fell in the school gym while playing a game. This year, Student was bumped by 

another student during her APE class and fell to the ground. Student again fell while 

crossing the street in her CBI class. None of these incidents resulted in injuries requiring a 

visit to the nurse’s office, though Parents recalled some resultant scrapes on Student. In 

another incident, Student began to fall backwards on the steps of a bus she was boarding, 

but her CBI teacher, Mark Wilkins, was directly behind her and put his hand on her back to 

steady her. 

10. District APE teacher Janice Lopez3 explained that she personally assessed 

Student’s mobility for the April 18, 2006 IEP team meeting. She acknowledged Student’s 

difficulties with balance and coordination. However, Ms. Lopez believes Student is 

3 Ms. Lopez has a B.A. in Physical Education and a master’s degree in education 

administration.
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managing quite well. Student is able to walk five or six complete laps (more than a mile) 

around the school track in approximately 30 minutes. The school’s track and field facility 

can only be accessed by climbing several sets of stairs, which Student is able to do without 

incident on a weekly basis, by holding on to the railing. 

11. Ms. Lopez notes that an AAA would have prevented Student from getting 

bumped or falling during a game, when aides are in the vicinity, but not on the playing 

field or track itself. This allows the students to help themselves when necessary and fosters 

self- reliance. 

12. Student did not prove that she needs an AAA to prevent injury from falling. 

The facts indicate Student rarely falls, and when she does, she does not significantly injure 

herself. 

SAFETY – HYGIENE 

13. Student intermittently uses the restroom alone or in the company of another 

female special education student. Parents contend these practices invite improper 

hygiene, but there was no evidence that this had actually occurred. Student is 17 years old 

and has been managing her toileting by herself for the last six years. Student did not 

prove that the District’s practices create any particular risk that she will engage in 

improper hygiene. 

SAFETY – POSSIBLE MISCONDUCT 

14. In addition to visiting the toilet alone or with another student, Student 

sometimes runs errands at school alone, such as taking classroom attendance forms to the 

administrative office. Parents fear that these practices expose her to potential physical or 

sexual assault. However, there was no evidence that such an assault has occurred, or was 

likely. 
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15. The District’s CBI teacher Mark Wilkins4 explained that he uses a “peer 

support” methodology when his special education students are out in public. He pairs two 

students together whose strengths compliment each other. For example, he pairs Student 

with another female special education student who has both MR and autism, but no 

orthopedic disabilities. The girls perform assigned tasks and use the bathroom together. 

4 Mr. Wilkins has a B.A. and a master’s degree in special education.

16. Mr. Wilkins and nine trained AAAs accompany the CBI students in public. 

Wilkins explained that due to frequent medical absences, there are often more aides than 

students. Some of the students have disabilities so severe that their aides must devote 

their full attention to their charges, despite the District’s newest policy about aiding other 

students in the class. However, the students are usually in small groups and are amply 

supported by the AAAs. Student did not prove that she would be any safer with a full-time 

AAA than with Wilkins and the nine AAAs who support students in his class. 

ACADEMICS 

17. Student does not take academic classes because she is in the CBI class. In 

the CBI class Student learns practical applications of math and reading. Student is taught 

to count money and make change, locate and price items at the mall, garden, navigate 

curbs, safely cross the street and use public transportation. Student’s Parents are 

concerned about Student’s academic achievement. When dealing with MR, a basic 

educational curriculum is generally accessed through a Mild/Moderate Mental Retardation 

(MRM) special day class. Such a placement is made by the IEP Team based upon Student’s 

assessments and the teams experience and judgment. The issue of an adult aide to assist 

with Student’s academics would also be made at that time. As Student currently is not in 

an MRM special day class, an AAA has no relation to her academic progress. 
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18. Parents appear to assume, that if Student had her own AAA she would be 

tutored in academic subjects such as math, spelling, and writing. However, the AAAs in the 

CBI class support their students in the activities of that class, not in the study of academic 

subjects. The District offers a MRM class in math, and if Student were enrolled in such a 

class and had an AAA, the aide might assist her in that subject. But Parents have not asked 

that Student be enrolled in such a class, nor have they challenged her current placement. 

19. Student’s April 1, 2006 IEP assessed Student’s performance levels as showing 

improvement and measurable academic improvement in the following areas: counting 

money, making change and identifying what a given amount of money can purchase; 

observing jobs in the community and listing job skills associated with them, copying items 

from the blackboard with 80 percent accuracy, and reading her name and other four letter 

words. Student also met her physical education goals from the prior year. 

LEGAL CONCLUSIONS 

APPLICABLE LAW 

1. Petitioner, as the party seeking relief, has the burden of proof. (Schaeffer v. 

Weast (2005) 546 U.S. 49; [126 S.Ct. 528, 163 L.Ed.2d 387]). 

2. Pursuant to California special education law, the Individuals with Disabilities 

in Education Act (IDEA) and, effective July 1, 2005, the Individuals with Disabilities in 

Education Improvement Act (IDEIA), children with disabilities have the right to a FAPE that 

emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet their unique needs 

and to prepare them for employment and independent living. (Ed. Code § 56000.) FAPE 

consists of special education and related services that are available to the student at no 

charge to the parent or guardian, meet the State educational standards, include an 

appropriate school education in the State involved, and conform to the child’s IEP. (20 

U.S.C. § 1401(8); 20 U.S.C. § 1402(9).) “Special education” is defined as specially designed 
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instruction, at no cost to parents, to meet the unique needs of the student. (20 U.S.C. § 

1401(25); 20 U.S.C. § 1402(29).) 

3. Likewise, California law defines special education as instruction designed to 

meet the unique needs of individuals with exceptional needs coupled with related services 

as needed to enable the student to benefit fully from instruction. (Ed. Code § 56031.) The 

term “related services” includes transportation and such developmental, corrective, and 

other supportive services as may be required to assist a child to benefit from special 

education. (20 U.S.C. § 1401(22); 20 U.S.C. § 1402(26).) In California, related services may 

be referred to as designated instruction and services (DIS). (Ed. Code § 56363, subd. (a).) 

4. In Board of Educ. of the Hendrick Hudson Central Sch. Dist. v. Rowley (1982) 

458 U.S. 176, 200, the United States Supreme Court addressed the level of instruction and 

services that must be provided to a student with disabilities to satisfy the requirement of 

the IDEA. The Court determined that a student’s IEP must be reasonably calculated to 

provide the student with some educational benefit, but that the IDEA does not require 

school districts to provide special education students with the best education available or 

to provide instruction or services that maximize a student’s abilities. (Id. at pp. 198-200.) 

The Court stated that school districts are required to provide only a “basic floor of 

opportunity” that consists of access to specialized instructional and related services which 

are individually designed to provide educational benefit to the student. (Id. at p. 201.) 

5. The factual showing required to establish that a student has received some 

educational benefit under Rowley is not demanding. For a student in a mainstream class, 

“the attainment of passing grades and regular advancement from grade to grade are 

generally accepted indicators of satisfactory progress.” (Walczak v. Florida Union Free Sch. 

Dist. (2nd Cir. 1998) 142 F.3d 119, 130.) A district need not guarantee that a student will 

make one month’s academic progress in a month’s instruction. A student may benefit 

even though his progress is far less than one grade level in one school year. (See, e.g., 

Houston Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Bobby R., supra, 200 F.3d at p. 349 n.3.) A two-month gain in 
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reading in 10 instructional months has been held an adequate showing. (Delaware Valley 

Sch. Dist. v. Daniel G. (Pa. Cmwlth. 2002) 800 A.2d 989, 993-94.) A student derives benefit 

when he improves in some areas even though he fails to improve in others. (See, e.g., Fort 

Zumwalt Sch. Dist. v. Clynes (8th Cir. 1997) 119 F.3d 607, 613; Carlisle Area School v. Scott 

P, supra, 62 F.3d at p. 530.) He may be deriving benefit while passing in four courses and 

flunking in two. (Cypress-Fairbanks Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Michael F. by Barry F. (S.D.Tex. 1995) 

931 F.Supp. 474, 481.) A showing of progress does not require that a D student become a 

C student and thus rise in relation to his peers. Progress may be found even when a 

student’s scores remain severely depressed in terms of percentile ranking and age 

equivalence, as long as some progress toward some goals can be shown. (Coale v. 

Delaware Dept. of Educ. (D.Del. 2001) 162 F.Supp.2d 316, 328.) 

6. To determine whether the District offered Petitioner a FAPE, the analysis 

must focus on the adequacy of the District’s proposed program, not any proposed 

alternative. (Gregory K. v. Longview School District (9th Cir. 1987) 811 F.2d 1314.) If the 

school district’s program was designed to address a student’s unique educational needs, 

was reasonably calculated to provide him some educational benefit, and comported with 

his IEP, then the District provided a FAPE, even if his parents preferred another program 

and even if his Parents’ preferred program would have resulted in greater educational 

benefit. 

7. To summarize Rowley and its progeny, in order to constitute an offer of 

FAPE, the educational program offered by the District must meet the following four 

substantive requirements: (1) be designed to meet the student's educational needs; (2) be 

reasonably calculated to provide the student with some educational benefit; (3) comport 

with the student's IEP; and (4) provide the student with an education in the least restrictive 

environment. 
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DETERMINATION OF ISSUE 

DOES STUDENT REQUIRE ADDITIONAL ADULT ASSISTANCE DURING THE ENTIRE SCHOOL DAY 

TO RECEIVE A FREE APPROPRIATE PUBLIC EDUCATION? 

8. Factual Findings 14-17 establish that while Student’s balance is a problem 

for her, she rarely falls and has not significantly injured herself. In addition, an AAA would 

not preclude Student from falling. Student failed to prove that she cannot receive a FAPE 

without an AAA to assist her in overcoming her mobility limitations. 

9. Factual Finding 19 establishes Student regularly utilizes the restroom alone 

and with another special education student without incident. An AAA would be of no 

more assistance than the people and procedures currently in place. Student failed to 

prove that she cannot receive a FAPE without an AAA to assist her with her hygiene. 

10. Factual Findings 20 and 21 establish Student is constantly observed at 

school and in public, and is under the care and guidance of her teachers, peers, and the 

AAAs in her special education class. Few opportunities for misconduct, if any, are present. 

There was no evidence that Student has ever been assaulted. Student failed to prove that 

she cannot receive a FAPE without an AAA to protect her from sexual or other assault. 

11. As noted in Factual Finding 22, Student’s contention regarding academics is 

not relevant herein as Student does not attend academic classes at this time. 

12. Based on Factual Findings 23 and Legal Conclusions 4 and 5, Student’s 

current placement and special education services comport with the legal requirements of 

the IDEA by providing Student tangible educational benefit with instruction in real world 

tasks and settings. 

ORDER 

Student’s request for an additional adult aide is denied. 
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PREVAILING PARTY 

Pursuant to California Education Code section 56507, subdivision (d), the hearing 

decision must indicate the extent to which each party has prevailed on each issue heard 

and decided. The following findings are made in accordance with this statute: The District 

prevailed on the sole issue heard. 

RIGHT TO APPEAL THIS DECISION 

The parties to this case have the right to appeal this Decision to a court of 

competent jurisdiction. If an appeal is made, it must be made within ninety days of receipt 

of this decision. (Ed. Code § 56505, subd. (k).) 

 

IT IS SO ORDERED THIS January 4, 2007. 

 

 

DENNIS C. BRUE 

Administrative Law Judge 

Office of Administrative Hearings 

Special Education Division 
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